100 **Lightweight Snowshoes for Women, Men, Youth with Tote Bag** *Make the most of the winter season by exploring our beautiful WNY landscape in your new snowshoes!* These aluminum snowshoes are 25 inches in length and blue in color. Value: $98 Donor(s): Betsy and Frederick Bressette

101 **Golf Practice Net** *Spend the off season honing your game with this 10x7 foot practice net. Practice your big shots as well as your chipping and swing. Also includes golf tee, practice mat, (5) golf balls and a carrying case.* Value: $90 Donor(s): Paul and Eve Wells

102 **Kindle Fire HD8 tablet with Alexa** *Eight-inch screen; 32 GB. Includes power adapter, USB charging cable, and built in rechargeable battery.* Value: $109 Donor(s): Jeffery and Jennifer DeRose

104 **Super EQ noise canceling, wireless headphones** *In orange and seafoam green, these Hi-Fi and deep bass sound headphones are Bluetooth active or can be use on an airplane with included adapter. Light in weight, can be used by adults or kids. Foldable design for easy transport.* Value: $50 Donor(s): Harvey and Carla Gress

105 **2 Person Inflatable Kayak, (2) Yeti Ramblers, Waterproof Dry-Roll Bag, Waterproof Phone Case** *This is the perfect set for getting underway on the gorgeous waterways of WNY! Your Intex Explore K2 inflatable kayak comes complete with 2 paddles, a high output pump and a carrying bag. Prep your favorite beverage, grab your phone and keys at you are set for the day!* Value: $250 Donor(s): Laura and Brian Murphy
106 Tom Barrasso Hockey Stick

Become the owner of this Tom Barrasso, game-used, NHL goalie stick vintage 1988. Stamped with last name on shaft. Barrasso tended goal for the Sabres from 1983-1989 and won both the Calder Memorial Trophy and Vezina Trophy in his first season as a Buffalo Sabre.

Value: $150 Donor(s): Timothy and Patricia O'Shei

107 Remote Control Helicopter

Chart your course in the sky with this remote-controlled helicopter! Flies 30-40 meters for up to six minutes. For ages 14 and up. Batteries required.

Value: $37 Donor(s): Lisa and Jamie Baco

108 Custom MSM Alumnae Hockey Stick

Custom Bauer hockey stick used by MSM 2016 Alumnae Maeve Christ during College of the Holy Cross Inaugural Hockey East Season. Inscribed with Christ #8 and Holy Cross logo.

Value: $50 Donor(s): Maeve Christ

109 Portable Battery Back-up Charger

HALO AC/DC Bolt Portable Car Jump Starter - the ultimate power source! This micro-sized portable charger is small enough to fit in the glove compartment but powerful enough to bolt a vehicle back to life. Also has USB ports to charge multiple devices too.

Value: $90 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis

110 Shoot for the stars...and planets too!

Gskyer TELESCOPE perfect for your budding astronomer! 70 mm aperture; 400 mm AZ mount; focal length 400mm. Wireless remote: free smartphone adapter and one wireless camera remote to explore the nature of the world easily through the screen and take amazing celestial images. Tripod included; two year warranty.

Value: $120 Donor(s): Barbara Ceglinski

111 Letchworth State Park Raft Rides

Certificate entitles winner to (2) two raft rides. Spectacular scenery; great family fun!

Value: $120 Donor(s): Kevin Kretschmer

112 Roku Premiere Remote

Stream your favorite channels on your TV in 4K & HDR!

Value: $25 Donor(s): Alexis Arth

113 Trim your Score!

Make any lawn your chipping green with this pop-up Durarange golf chipping net! Set includes dual turf hitting mat (rough and fairway height), 6 driving range golf balls, 6 practice foam balls and removable tees, target swing training aid. Net is
25x25 inches fully open; collapses to 12x12 inches with carrying bag. Gift item also includes a bag of Champkey "martinin style" golf tees.
Value: $69 Donor(s): Martha Johnson
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114 Coleman Sundome Tent
Weatherproof outdoor camping tent - fits 4 people.
Value: $80 Donor(s): Amy Almeter-Pearl and Ken Pearl

115 Breathing Trainer & Dick's Sporting Goods Gift Card
Increase lung capacity, improve physical stamina, prep for higher altitudes with this compact, portable breathing trainer. Adjustable resistance levels. Lifetime limited warranty.
Value: $40 Donor(s): Jim and Jennifer Carr, Donna Stranges

116 Grab Your Tailgating Accessories!
Show your Bills spirit everywhere with this one size fits all snapback "Bills Mafia" hat manufactured by New Era Cap Company, Buffalo Bills vinyl stickers, and 32 ounce wide mouth black Hydroflask! Stainless steel, dishwasher safe. Keep your coldest drinks icy cold and your hot drinks piping hot for hours.
Value: $91 Donor(s): Matthew Dow, Jessica Novak, Peg Simons

117 Wooden Puzzle Plateau
Finally - a place to work on your puzzle and store it while not in use! This jumbo wooden puzzle plateau is big enough to fit a puzzle up to 1500 pieces! Also includes 4 sliding drawers underneath to keep your spare pieces!
Value: $85 Donor(s): Amanda Blum

118 Duke's up!
Level Red Boxing one month membership including unlimited classes plus gloves and wraps.
Value: $129 Donor(s): Level Red Boxing

119 I Love A Golfer
By Acuity, weighs 4.6 pounds, with six accessory pockets, two large garment pockets, fur lined valuables pouch and beverage cooler pocket. Color Navy and black. Value: $140 Donor(s): Erin and Jeff Johnson, Barbara and Ronald Strzyz

120 Namaste
Master yoga poses and backbends in just a fraction of the time with this 12-inch yoga wheel from UpCircleSeven! Treat yourself to some brand new yoga gear with a gift card from Dick's Sporting Goods - and you're all set!
Value: $72 Donor(s): Jim and Jennifer Carr, Brittany Shukraft

121 Take these classics to a new level!
Complete with two sets of cards, dealer button, big blind button, small blind button and 100 chips. Set includes two wood paddles and 2 paddleballs. Perfect for hours of outdoor fun! Play the day away - indoors or outdoors - with this 2 in 1 vintage
checkers and tic-tac-toe game mats. Mats are 4x4 feet in size, discs are 5 inches. Easy set-up, washable and ecofriendly. By SWOOC games.
Value: $ 71 Donor(s): Sarah Kingston, Anita and Roger Murphy

122 Hawaiian Electronic Hues
This easy to use mouse in shocking pink palooza works with either a PC or MAC. Pair it with this colorful orange and turquoise Hawaiian floral hues Lilly Pulitzer 19" laptop padded sleeve, and $25 Best Buy Gift Card!
Value: $ 63 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich, Friend of Chrysalis, Patrick and Rachael Young

123 Buffalo Sabres #37 Casey Mittlestadt Signed Hockey Stick
Take home this Buffalo Sabres memorabilia signed hockey stick by #37 - Casey Mittlestadt!
Value: $ 175 Donor(s): Buffalo Sabres, Inc.

124 Delta Sonic Carwash
Treat your car to a spa with 1 Super Kiss Wash and 1 Semi Synthetic Oil Change.
Value: $ 68 Donor(s): Kimberli White

125 GoSports Mid-Size Tennis Game Set
Includes a mid-size 6’ x 3’ Table Tennis table with 2 paddles, game net and 4 balls; Table surface measures 6’ x 3’ – large enough for competitive games, but small enough to store anywhere; Folds out for play and folds up for storage in seconds.
Value: $ 150 Donor(s): 

126 Shiny & New!
Everything you need to spiff up your wheels is in this basket from ultra plush detailing towels to an assortment of cleaning products to the bucket itself! Plus, do your tires need a little air? No problem! This package includes a portable tire inflator as well! Keep it in your car for on-the-go.
Value: $ 92 Donor(s): John and Stephanie King
Mount St. Mary Academy
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Baskets

1100 Siena Hills Bath & Body Collection in Raspberry Peach

*Bring that spa feeling into your home! Relax and unwind with Siena Hills this luxurious Bath & Body collection in a Raspberry/Peach fragrance. Includes body scrub, bath fizzies, shower gel, bath soak, bubble bath, foot cream, luxury soap plus a bath sponge & pumice stone all enclosed in an attractive black metal basket. Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Alena Panepinto

1101 Color your nails the Colorstreet way!

*Never have a dull nail with this gift basket filled with all you need for do it yourself manicures and pedicures. In addition to 11 sets of color strips, basket includes additional accoutrements to complete the process! Value: $ 130 Donor(s): Krebs family

1102 A Frame of Lottery Tickets!

*Take you chance to win with this frame filled with lottery tickets. Includes (2) $20
tickets, (1) $10 ticket, (3) $5 tickets, (2) $2 tickets and a single $1 ticket. Get ready to win!
Value: $70 Donor(s): Annette Panepinto Grandinetti

1103 Go Bills!
Show off your team spirit with this NFL Team Headware Buffalo Bills Cap (one size fits all), an NFL Team Apparel short sleeve shirt (size large) in gray with Bills logo, and a NFL heathered blue knit throw with Bills logo, sized 60x70 inches. Go Bills!
Value: $65 Donor(s): Maria and Andrew Deyell

1104 Spa Basket
Lavish your day away with this spa basket! Includes Spa Living Products: Lavender Vanilla Shower Gel & Body Lotion, Ocean Breeze Shower Gel and Body Lotion, Sweet Love Bath Fizzies, True Living honeysuckle/lavender fields/wild orchid candle and two pair of white furry flip flop slippers
Value: $50 Donor(s): Alena Panepinto

1105 Family Game Night Basket
Have a great time playing Uno Showdown and Headbanz! Basket also includes a $25.00 Target gift card, snacks and trophies!
Value: $94 Donor(s): Michael Griffin Family

1106 Kids Activity Basket
Includes stickers, art supplies, puzzle, coloring books and more!
Value: $30 Donor(s): Susan Grimm

1107 Board Games & Snacks!
Assortment of snacks, $25 target gift card plus "Uno Showdown" and "Throw Throw Burrito" games. With chocolates and trophies too!
Value: $88 Donor(s): Michael Griffin Family

1108 SPA Basket
Includes a white terry robe, facemasks, and bath soaks. Wile your day away indulging in some TLC!
Value: $75 Donor(s): Gia Panepinto

1109 Sangria Basket
Includes silver toned ice bucket, clear pitcher, 6 colorful glasses and a bottle of Real Sangria. Ole!
Value: $60 Donor(s): Kathleen Rizzo Young and Kenneth Young

1110 "Break the Table" Great Lakes Coffee Basket
Enjoy a collection of Tailgate Mafia coffee plus tea & biscotti...best served the morning after a win!
Value: $50 Donor(s): Sarah Dempsey

1111 Dorm Basket!
Outfit your rising college freshman's dorm room in style with this complete basket of essentials. Includes two sets of jersey sheets, heather pink, size XL; cozy soft tufted accessory pillow in aqua; ultra soft throw in white plus multiple accessories all packaged in a canvas style laundry basket! Plus a few cute accessories in a dorm crate to make your dorm room feel like home.

Value: $ 85 Donor(s): Joan and Daniel Blum

1112 Second Generation Theater Ticket Voucher & Swag

Voucher entitles you to two tickets for the fast-paced, romantic drama CONSTELLATIONS, produced by Second Generation Theater Company and being performed at Shea's Smith Theater March 11-26, 2022. Package also includes SGT T shirt, mask and water bottle. Well-played!

Value: $ 65 Donor(s): Steve and Kelly Copps

1113 At-Home Salon Basket

Pick yourself up with these beauty items: The SHANY signature collection brush set with 24 brushes, brush cleaner & cleaning mat, reusable make-up removing cloths for sensitive skin, emery boards and a $20 ULTA Beauty Gift Card.

Value: $ 75 Donor(s): Elizabeth Suchan-Reitz and Andrew Reitz

1114 Ilio DiPaulo Gift Certificates & Gift Box

Package includes (2) $15 gift certificated plus a gift box of Ilio DiPaulo products (Italian dressing, marinara sauces, breadcrumbs & coffee).

Value: $ 55 Donor(s): Ilio DiPaolo's Restaurant & Catering

1115 Let us Entertain you!

Get ready to entertain a few friends. This basket includes a table runner, mixing bowl, drink pitcher, cheese spreader, appetizer dishes, cannister and a beautiful bowl/centerpiece.

Value: $ 75 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich

1116 On-the-Go Blowout

Create gorgeous hair with these beauty products. Basket includes Hot Tools one-step travel size blowout styling tool, Happy Hair Days hair products, (1) each detangling hair brush and comb.

Value: $ 80 Donor(s): Peg Simons

1117 City of Lights

Light up your life with this lovely 2ft LED white birch tree, 12 spun-glass ornaments (hearts) and pair of crystal star votives hand-made in Ireland.

Value: $ 60 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich

1118 Christmas for Kids

Keep the magic of Christmas alive - and keep your little ones busy - with this cozy set. Features a reversible holiday/winter quilt with polar bears, four books, a musical mailbox for letters to Santa, a plush elephant land a Vera Bradley penguin motif duffle for travel or storage.

Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich
1119 Kate Spade Deco Dot Basket

Decorate your kitchen with a Kate Spade Deco Dot teapot, mug set, and potholders. Perfect for any Kate Spade lover!
Value: $110 Donor(s): Cristina Paternostro VanDemortel, Rosemarie Paternostro, Russell and Suzanne Paternostro

1120 Chocolate & Liquor Basket

Enjoy those fundamental indulgences of chocolate and liquor basket. Includes a bottle of lavender & vanilla drink syrup, a bottle of Gigondas wine, and a third bottle of Cream Sherry. Includes a pair of stemless glasses all situated in a versatile gray coiled rope basket. Cheers!
Value: $60 Donor(s): Bill Brandel, Marissa Brandel

1121 A Little Bit of Shoutin' Now!

Show your 716 pride while wearing your new Bill's gear. Size medium long sleeve, Buffalo spirit jersey, size large, with Buffalo Football logo; Buffalo zumba pattern pom-pom hat; and an oversized zumba scarf. All from Research and Design. Value: $119 Donor(s): Class of 2024 MSM

1122 716 Pride Essentials

What else would you want to do while wearing this Buffalo Bills hoodie (size M), 716 blue ball cap and a Sunshine and Bluebirds gold tone bracelet with a standing buffalo charm. All from Research and Design.
Value: $120 Donor(s): Class of 2024 MSM

1123 First Line Brewing

Enjoy this package from Orchard Park's first local brewery - First Line Brewing! Including a 4-pack of their brand new pilsner, a 4-pack of their Freedom Hard Seltzer Sangria, 2 logoed glasses, and a $25 gift card!
Located right in the village of Orchard Park!
Value: $66 Donor(s): First Line Brewing

1124 D'Avolio's Basket

Indulge in this package from D'Avolio - including a basil extra virgin olive oil, espresso balsamic vinegar, fig dressing, seasoning, and "Extra Virginity: The Sublime and Scandalous World of Olive Oil" book
Value: $60 Donor(s): Paul and Eve Wells

1125 "New Home" Basket

This bundle includes items perfect for someone celebrating their new home! Includes Cuisinart colored knife set, wood cutting board, a bottle of Casa Larga chardonnay, "Great Lakes Effects" cookbook, and a spice box set and $50 gift card to Penzys
Value: $150 Donor(s): Jeffery and Jennifer DeRose

1126 A Christmas Kitchen!

Deck your halls with this basket of Christmas items sure to make you kitchen merry! Includes: red corduroy table runner with snowflakes accents, 2 mini-oven mitts, elf
wine topper, light gray teapot with snowflake detail, 3 poinsettia placemats, 3 festive cutting mats, a holly jolly bake set for making cut out cookies, red "knit" crock utensil holder, set of four ceramic dessert bowls and set of red ceramic measuring cups"Merry & Bright!"
Value: $ 164 Donor(s): Mark and Kathy Glieco, Kim Hoelscher

1127 Wine & Tea Time, Anytime!
Let your day start with a cup of tea, and end with a glass of wine!
This basket includes a ceramic tea pot, assorted tea collections, a reed diffuser in grapefruit mango, small candle in Pink Sands by Yankee Candle, wine caddy, a bottle of Bella Sera pinot grigio, wine charms, and a Vera Bradley ID case in Katalina Blue
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): David and Linda Macdonald

1128 Cheers To The Bride-To-Be!
Honor the bride-to-be with this stylish tote bag to hold all her accessories on her big day, set of four "shooter" glasses, and bottle of champagne!
Value: $ 86 Donor(s): Jessica Goupil Bailey and Kyle Bailey, Peg Simons

1129 Let's Plan A Picnic!
Pack up your lunch, hot or cold, and head to the great outdoors with this insulated picnic basket & versatile picnic blanket. Collapses for easy storage; blue and white stripe, holds up to 65 lbs!
Buy all your supplies with a $25 gift card to Dash's!
Who needs a picnic table anyways?
Value: $ 78 Donor(s): Julie Coppola Cox and Doug Cox, Dash's Market

1130 Bottoms Up!
Bring on the mixers and the magic! Complete your home bar with this 10-piece bartender kit. Made of rustproof stainless steel, includes a shaker, multiple bar tools and a bamboo stand. Not sure what to create? You'll find recipe cards included too!
Start with some of these included spirits: Smirnoff Red, White & Berry Flavored Vodka & Kettle One Vodka.
Value: $ 96 Donor(s): Douglas and Amy Hickox, Ann Luhr, Paul and Eve Wells

1131 Pamper Yourself!
Treat yourself like a queen with this spa set & travel combo!
Includes Casmere Glow body lotion and fragrance, Peach On Earth three-wick candle, ceramic decorative tray, cosmetic bag and hanging travel organizer for home or away. Plus a $25 Spa Finder gift card.
Value: $ 85 Donor(s): Rebecca and Andrew Attea, Mary and Keith Burich

1132 Happy Easter!
Decorate your table for spring and Easter with a crystal bowl from Italy, Easter bunny decor, and two sets of MacKenzie-Child's Easter Eggs. Don't forget to add the chocolate bunnies and creme eggs with $100 in gift certificates to Parkside Candy!
1133 **Coors Beer Bucket**  
*This basket includes a Coors classic glass collection (4 glasses), 6 pack of Coors beer, Utz Pub Mix and bucket. Must be 21 years or older to purchase.*  
Value: $ 200 Donor(s): John and Colleen Bowles, Mary and Keith Burich

1134 **PXG Ladies Pink Golf Polo**  
*Lightweight golf polo in "bossy pink" women's size L from the PXG Club Selection. Including 2 sleeves of golf balls by Callaway. FORE!*  
Value: $ 60 Donor(s): Ann Luhr

1135 **Ladies Love Golf**  
*Dress like the pros on the golf course with this womens navy blue golf polo size medium from the PXG Private Club Collection, golf ball cleaner, and sleeve of bright yellow golf balls from Callaway.*  
Value: $ 105 Donor(s): Ann Luhr

1136 **Augusta Masters & Peter Millar Golf Polo Set**  
*Impress your golf foursome with this exclusive golf polo from Magnolia Lane with the infamous Augusta Masters logo. Womens size L in periwinkle blue. And navy blue patterned golf polo from Peter Millar. Womens size L. The best in ladies golfwear!*  
Value: $ 185 Donor(s): Ann Luhr

1137 **Zero Restriction Ladies Laurel Golf Jacket**  
*This lightweight Laurel golf jacket in women's size L is white in color, and water repellant. Perfect for on the course, or on-the-go!*  
Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Ann Luhr

1138 **Amazebar Professional Bar Set with spirits!**  
*Entertain with this high quality, 14 piece stainless steel bartending set and serve up your favorite, or maybe new beverages using Llord's Creme de Cacao or Screwball Peanut Butter Whiskey.*  
Value: $ 84 Donor(s): Glenn and Doreen Kratzer

1139 **Addy's Fine Wines & Spirits Basket**  
*Enjoy a selection of red, white, and rose wines from Addy's Fine Wines & Spirits on Transit Rd in Williamsville, along with a gift card to their store!*  
Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Addy's Wine & Spirits

1140 **Buffalo Spree Basket.**  
*Enjoy goodies from the Buffalo Spree - The Magazine of Western New York. Including: a one-year subscription to Buffalo Spree, two complimentary tickets to the Buffalo Philharmonic Classic series performance, or a BPO Pops Series performance, a Buffalo Spree cookbook: "Food For Four Seasons: Recipes From Buffalo's Restaurants", and the March 2022 issue of the Buffalo Spree. Value: $ 170 Donor(s): Buffalo Spree*
1141 Pampered Chef Basket

Stock up your kitchen with these amazing and helpful cooking tools from Pampered Chef! Including: Medium Stone Bar Pan, Citrus Press, Microplane Adjustable Coarse Grater with attachments, Easy Accent Cake Decorator, and Quick Stir Pitcher.

Value: $150 Donor(s): Kelly Cerifko

1142 Shish…Kebab! Grilling Kit

Calling all grill masters! From Charcoal Companion, this petite sauce pot is crafted of seasoned cast iron and includes a silicone basting brush - aired with this stainless steel large folding grill basket. Comes with grill basket, basting brush, grilling gloves, all contained in a portable case. Also included - a set of premium stainless steel skewers. 16.8 inches in length (x10) plus bonus 14 inch skewers (2). Solid one piece body design with flat blades to allow for easy turning.

Value: $60 Donor(s): friend of chrysalis, Anita and Roger Murphy

1143 Merry & Bright!

Christmas cheer all in one basket!
Including Christmas Blend coffee pods from A New Day Coffee, Yankee Candle jar in scent "Twinkling Lights", glitter jingle bell décor, "Be Merry" matching travel mugs, "Ho Ho Ho" décor sign, "Tis The Season To Be Jolly" decorative towel, Santa Claus plush décor, holiday welcome mat, assorted Christmas cards, and holiday gift bags - all together in a purple "Merry and Bright" basket!

Value: $50 Donor(s): Joan and Daniel Blum

1144 A Coffee Lover's Delight

Look forward to the mornings with this adorable coffee basket! Including a bamboo travel mug with hearts, assorted A New Day Coffee ground coffee flavors, decorative hand towel with pastry hearts, set of 4 ceramic mugs, and Italian Style press coffee maker

Value: $50 Donor(s): Joan and Daniel Blum

1145 For You, Mom

Show Mom how much she means to you with a basket all for her! Including a pink pear plush throw blanket, multicolored fuzzy socks infused with aloe vera, blue ceramic coffee mug, coconut mint foot scrub, Neal's Yard Remedies face oils and treatments, and Chicken Soup For The Soul "Thanks, Mom" book.

Value: $50 Donor(s): Joan and Daniel Blum

1146 Moscow Mule Kit

Let's make Moscow Mules! Basket includes one bottle of Tito's vodka, Q ginger beer in regular and hibiscus flavors, lime juice, Moscow Mule cup set, and a stirrer spoon
1147 Dog Toys & More!
This fun pet basket includes everything you need to entertain your pup! Includes multiple pet toys, dog bowl, dog themed Swell, Poppy Sac, lint roller and a $25 gift card to Amazon for other pet accessories!
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Joan and Daniel Blum

1148 Martinis & Manhattans!
Includes Elijah Craig Small Batch Bourbon (93 points and a Tried-and-True Award winner) noted for distinctive warm spice and subtle smoke flavor plus Reyka small batch vodka from Iceland (93 Points from Wine Enthusiast) - a clean vodka that's smooth and nicely balanced, laced with subtle, delicate notes of lemon peel and coriander. Also include two bottles of Martinin and Rossi Vermouth (Rosso and Extra Dry), a glass for each cocktail and recipes.
Value: $ 75 Donor(s): Ann Luhr, Todd Wilhelm

1149 Margaritaville here we come!
This basket has all you need to have a festive fiesta! Includes "Skinny Mixes" Margarita collection, festive plastic cups, a bottle of 1800 Tequila (silver), four each lime green melamine bowls and plates, a citrus themed beach towel, small accent piece which says "trying to make protein shakes but they keep coming out as margaritas!" all contained in a tin bin embossed with "open bar".
Value: $ 135 Donor(s): Wilde

1150 Gym Essentials
Get set for summer with your new workout gear! In tones of aqua and coral, you'll enjoy a new HydraPeak 32oz water bottle, yoga mat, sturdy foam roller, glute band, ballcap, workout gloves and headbands all tucked away nicely in a medium Adidas duffle.
Value: $ 140 Donor(s): MSM

1151 Celebrate St. Patty's Day
Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Ann Luhr

1152 Hippity Hoppity Easter's on it's waaaaay!
The lucky winner of this Easter basket will be totally set to keep the little girl in your life active for hours with everything "bunny"! Slime, paints, egg coloring kit, frisbee, bubbles....too much to list! But so much fun to have!
Value: $ 60 Donor(s): MSM Class 2023

1153 Here comes Peter Cottontail...
With a basket full of Easter treasures for a little boy! A plush bunny, crafts, candies, and so much more. There will be no boredom this Easter break for the winner of this activity filled basket!
**1154 Healthy Living!**

*Treat yourself as you should with this healthy living basket! Includes an Young Living Ember Diffuser, Orange Vitality Essential Oil, Lavender, Peppermint and Peace & Calming Essential Oils, Lavender Aroma Ring, Body Bar, Bath Salts and topic pertinent books*

Value: $ 60 Donor(s): MSM Class of 2025

**1155 Chrysalis Mother-Daughter Basket**

*This delightful basket contains the precious Willow Tree mother-daughter "Chrysalis" figurine, an elegant butterfly embossed gold candle holder, a Rose & Garnetberry Essential Oil/Soy Wax blend candle and a $25.00 gift card to Craft Coffee House in Lockport.*

Value: $ 133 Donor(s): Timothy and Patricia O'Shei

**700 John's Pizza and Subs Gift Card**

*$100 gift card to John's Pizza and Subs. With locations in Amherst, Grand Island, Town of Tonawanda and the City of Tonawanda*
701 **Home Depot Gift Card**
$50 gift card to Home Depot. Can be used at any location.
Value: $50 Donor(s): Deborah Allen

702 **Chili’s Gift Card**
$50 gift card to Chili’s; can be used at any location.
Value: $50 Donor(s): Norline and Jason Wild

703 **Wine & Pasta - The Perfect Pair!**
Enjoy dinner with this $25 Touch of Italy gift card, and post dinner bottle of wine from Thousand Islands Winery.
Value: $40 Donor(s): Mr. & Mrs. Panowicz

704 **Tim Horton's Gift Card plus "To-Go" Coffee Mug**
Enjoy $25 to Tim Hortons and a ceramic speckled mug which says "on the go". Value: $35 Donor(s): Frank and Rosanne Woods

705 **Master Card Gift Card and Wine**
Enjoy a $25 Mastercard gift card and splug on yourself! Paired with a Sleeper Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 2018.
Value: $85 Donor(s): Mr. & Mrs. Sanfilippo and Friend of Chrysalis

706 **Zoe Restaurant GC**
Enjoy a $25 gift card to Zoe plus a bottle of Rocca Family Vineyards Tesorina 2012 red wine.
Value: $75 Donor(s): Joan & Daniel Blum and Friend of Chrysalis

707 **Panera Gift Card**
Enjoy a $50 gift card to Panera! Treat yourself to breakfast, lunch, or dinner at Panera!
Value: $50 Donor(s): Colleen Culligan

708 **Salvatore's Grand Hotel/Russell's**
Certificate can be applied to overnight stay a the Grand Hotel or towards two entrees at Russell’s Steaks, Chops and More Restaurant. Expires one year after issue date. Paired with a lovely bottle of Proprietary Red 2016.
Value: $74 Donor(s): Salvatore's Grand Hotel/Russell's and Friend of Chrysalis

709 **Colvin Cleaners Gift Card**
Enjoy a $100 gift card to Colvin Cleaners. Company information enclosed in package.
Value: $100 Donor(s): Colvin Cleaners

710 **braidbabes Gift Certificate**
braidbabes, the mobile braiding company is ready to get you dressed up for your next big event or occasion. They’ll come to your location and braid to make you feel...
confident, acknowledged, and empowered to level up in life! $150 off any service or apparel. Expires 1/1/23
Value: $ 150 Donor(s): braidbabes

711 Salvatore's Hospitality Gift Card
Experience one of the many amenities offered by Salvatore's Hospitality! Paired with a bottle of Ninety Nine Cabernet Sauvignon 2017.
Value: $ 80 Donor(s): Salvatore's Hospitality and a Friend of Chrysalis

712 Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra
Ticket voucher for two (2) complimentary tickets tp a 2021 - 2022 M&T Bank Classics Series or Pops series performance.
Value: $ 130 Donor(s): Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra

713 Crisscrossing the Canal
Experience the best of "TNT" with a Friday night out on both sides of the Erie Canal. Package includes a $50 gift card to the delightful Prescott's Provisions in the City of Tonawanda and a voucher for two admission tickets to a Friday Night Tribute Series at the Rivera Theater.
Value: $ 90 Donor(s): Joan McDonough, Riviera Theatre

714 Albright Knox Art Gallery Family Membership
Membership benefits and discounts for two adults and any children in the household (17 and under) plus two Friend of AK passes to share. Museum currenly undergoing expansion project; exhibits and events being held at Albright-Knox Northland, 612 Northland Ave, Buffalo. Also includes select Elmwood Village discounts and admission to museums throughout NY State via the Empire State Museum Reciprocal Program.
Value: $ 75 Donor(s): Albright-Knox Art Gallery

715 Hayes Seafood House Gift Certificate
Enjoy a $25 gift certificate to Hayes Seafood House and a bottle of Isla Rae Cabernet Sauvignon 2017.
Value: $ 53 Donor(s): Hayes Seafood and Friend of Chrysalis

716 Navigate Niagara
Spend your day enjoying two wonders of the majestic lower Niagara River. This package includes two (2) standard dry seats with Niagara Jet Adventures plus a family pass for Old Fort Niagara.
Value: $ 188 Donor(s): Niagara Jet Adventures, Old Fort Niagara

717 WOODHOUSE Day Spa Gift Certificate
Facials, massage, nails and more! Embrace the pampering of the WOODHOUSE day Spa. Gift card worth $100.
Value: $ 100 Donor(s): The Woodhouse Day Spa

718 3-Month Membership To The BAC For Women
Devote some time to your health and well-being with a 3 month membership to the BAC For Women! Certificate valid at all BAC For Women locations - must be 21 years of age.
Value: $ 149 Donor(s):

719 The Buffalo BrewPub Gift Card
   Enjoy a $25 gift card to the Buffalo BrewPub!
Value: $ 25 Donor(s): The Buffalo BrewPub

720 Made In America Store Gift Card
   Enjoy a $50 gift card to the Made In America Store.
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Bob Confer

721 Tim Hortons Gift Card and Coffee Mug
   Extra large "hunny" pot mug embellished with Winnie the Pooh himself. Pair with a treat from Tim Horton's with this $25 gift card.
Value: $ 37 Donor(s): Mr. & Mrs. Bucolo and Friend of Chrysalis, Peg Simons

722 Lowe's Gift Card
   Enjoy a $50 gift card to Lowe's!
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Meghan Thoin Panepinto '05 and Chris Panepinto

723 $50 Gift Card to Sean Patrick's Restaurant
   Enjoy a $50 gift card to Sean Patrick's Restaurant!
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Elizabeth Dodge

724 $50 Happy Dining Gift Card
   For use at any of these restaurants: The Cheesecake Factory, Red Lobster, Buffalo Wild Wings, Cracker Barrel, McCormicks & Schmicks, and P.F. Changs. Value: $ 50
Donor(s): Giorgio and Lisandra Panepinto

725 $50 Happy Dining Gift Card
   For use at any of these restaurants: The Cheesecake Factory, Red Lobster, Buffalo Wild Wings, Cracker Barrel, McCormicks & Schmicks, and P.F. Changs Value: $ 50
Donor(s): Giorgio and Lisandra Panepinto

726 Saturday Morning Errands!
   A perfect Saturday morning - Target Run and Starbucks treat! Enjoy $25 to each!
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Toiya Carr, Jennifer and William Paterson

727 Coffee & A Good Book
   Stop by Barnes & Noble with this $50 gift card and pick out your next greatest read, then head over to Starbucks with this $25 for a coffee to enjoy.
Value: $ 75 Donor(s): Amanda Gottler Glor, Ed and Jackie Saber

728 Wegmans & Addy's Wines & Spirits
Enjoy a $25 gift card to Wegmans and $25 to Addy's Wine & Spirits! Perfect for a wine and cheese night with your friends.
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Mr. & Mrs. Johnston

729 Adventure Landing & Anderson's
Enjoy a summer day at Adventure Landing on Sheridan Drive in Tonawanda! Then head across the street to Anderson's with (2) gift cards, value $15 each. Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Adventure Landing, Anderson's

730 Movie Night & Cold Stone!
Enjoy $50 to Regal Cinemas and $30 to Cold Stone Creamery! A perfect movie and ice cream night!
Value: $ 80 Donor(s): Rebecca and Andrew Attea, Phil Sullivan and Elizabeth Reiser

731 A Trip To Cooperstown, NY!
Located in Cooperston, NY, come to visit and learn all about the storied history of America's favorite pastime! Item includes two (2) museum passes.
Value: $ 81 Donor(s): Jill and Kevin Fox, National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum

732 A Pair Of Passes To The Corning Museum Of Glass
Experience the magic of the world of fine glass with these (2) passes to the Corning Glass Museum located in nearby Corning, NY. And a $25 Visa gift card for treats along the way.
Value: $ 65 Donor(s): Danielle Armstrong, The Corning Museum of Glass

733 Coffee & Pastries!
$25 to DiCamillo's Bakery & $25 to Starbucks!
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Margrit Mary DiCamillo and Jeff Voelkl, Todd Wilhelm

734 A Day Out In Clarence Center!
Find your perfect gift at "The Perfect Gift" ($25 gift card) a one of a kind boutique and pair your shopping excursion with a delicious, healthy option breakfast or lunch at nearby Toasted ($25 gift card). Treat yourself to a cup of coffee with this $25 Starbucks gift card while shopping around.
Value: $ 75 Donor(s): Rebecca Allen Bronson '95 and Chuck Bronson, Joseph and Karen Karaszewski

735 Wegmans & Addy's Wine & Spirits
Enjoy a $25 gift card to Wegmans and a $25 gift card to Addy's Wine & Spirits.
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Mrs. Wilczek Wroblewski

736 Sunday Morning Breakfast
Enjoy a $25 gift card to Tim Horton's and a $25 gift card to Olympic Restaurants! What a great start to a Sunday morning.
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Jennifer and Jeffery DeRose, Mr. & Mrs. Blum

737 Target & Chipotle
Enjoy a $25 gift card to Target and a $25 gift card to Chipotle. Shopping and lunch
all wrapped into one adventure!
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Michael Griffin, Kathleen Grisanti

738 Target & Panera
Enjoy a $25 gift card to Target and a $25 gift card to Chipotle. Perfect for running errands and grabbing lunch!
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Gino and Colleen Albini, Zimmer Family

739 Shopping & Lunch!
Enjoy a shopping spree with a $25 gift card to Kohl's! Pick up lunch on your way home with a $50 gift card to Panera. A perfect outing!
Value: $ 75 Donor(s): David and Lisa Ermer, Bridget Wagner

740 Tim Horton's & Dash's
Enjoy a $25 gift card to Tim Horton's and a $25 gift card to Dash's. Pick up your groceries and a cup of coffee, too!
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Dash's Market, Mr. & Mrs. Howe

741 Coffee & Dash's
Enjoy a $50 gift card to Tim Horton's and a $25 gift card to Dash's!
Value: $ 75 Donor(s): Tim Murphy and Helen O'Connor Murphy '80, Frank Skiba

742 Coffee & Groceries
Enjoy a $25 gift card to Whole Foods and a $25 gift card to Starbucks!
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Mike and Kristy Hammond, Mr. & Mrs. McNab

743 Ristorante Lombardo Gift Certificate
Enjoy $65 to spend on a dinner at Ristorante Lombardo's. Paired with a bottle of Vellum Red 2014.
Value: $ 140 Donor(s): Timothy Lombardo, Ristorante Lombardo and a Friend of Chrysalis

744 Starbucks Lovers
Enjoy $50 in gift cards to Starbucks!
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Brian and Michelle Bocketti, Benjamin and Heather Cooper

745 Frappacino, Please!
Enjoy two (2) $25 gift cards to Starbucks! Total value of $50.
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Scott and Karen Carroll, Jennifer Pyrczak

746 Cabela's Gift Card Bundle
Everything you need to prepare for the summer! Two (2) gift cards valued at $25 each. A total of $50.
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Mark and Francesca Harrigan, Denise and Matthew Seelbach

747 Personal Training Session from Ron Primerano
Includes a two (2) week gym membership to Primerano Fitness and one (1) personal training session with Ron Primerano.
748 Spa Finder Gift Card Bundle

*Enjoy $50 to Spa Finder!*

Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Rebecca and Andrew Attea

749 Stay Hydrated

*Keep your cold drinks cold and your hot drinks hot!*

Stainless steel, double-wall vacuum insulated with stronghold lid, leak resistant, dishwasher safe. Color seafoam.

*Paired with $25 gift card to Amazon!*

Value: $ 65 Donor(s): Matthew Dow, Norman and Chantel Roeser

750 Franco's Pizza Gift Certificate and Wine

*Redeemable at any of their locations! Unwind, sit back and relax to enjoy some pizza and wine. Perfect for an at-home date night!*

Value: $ 37 Donor(s): Francos Pizza

751 $100 Sto Lat Bar & Simply Pierogi Gift Card

*$100 gift card to Sto Lat Bar & Simply Pierogi Gift Card.*

Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Sto Lat Bar & Simply Perogi

752 LASERTRON Package

*Spend the day at LASERTRON with a voucher for 6-8 players Cyber Sport or Axe Throwing, and a gift certificate good for two free experiences of your choice including: Laser Tag, Go-Karts, or Cyber Sport!*

Value: $ 250 Donor(s): Lasertron Interactive Entertainment

753 Spend The Day On The Water!

*Plan a fun summer day for two along the water in Downtown Buffalo! With a complimentary pass for two people on a sightseeing cruise aboard the Miss Buffalo II! Then enjoy the sunset and dinner at Liberty Hound with a $50 gift certificate!*

Value: $ 98 Donor(s): Buffalo Harbor Cruises, Friends of Chrysalis

754 Let's Eat!

*Dig in with a $25 gift card to TGI Friday's and a $30 gift card to Anderson's Frozen Custard*

Value: $ 55 Donor(s): Nunzio and Karen Pelligra, Lisa Sorrentino

755 Chrusciki Bakery

*Enjoy treats from the Chrusciki Bakery with gift cards worth $65.*

Value: $ 65 Donor(s): Kim Adams, Emma Sullivan

756 Weeds are a pain in your grass!

*This gift certificate entitles bearer to one season of lawn treatments (up to $150.00).*
Several different weed control, pest control and fertilizer treatments to choose from. Child and pet friendly.
Value: $ 150 Donor(s): Dana Roetzer's Executive Landscaping, Inc.

757 **Buffalo Bisons April Tickets**

*Kickoff the Buffalo Bisons season with 4 pairs of tickets to any home game in April!*
Value: $ 160 Donor(s): Buffalo Bisons

758 **Mighty Taco Gift Certificates**

*Enjoy eats from any Mighty Taco location!*
Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Lynne Scepkowski

759 **Anderson's Gift Cards - "Taste the Tradition"!**

*Five (5) $15 gift cards*
Value: $ 75 Donor(s): Anderson's
**Fashion & Kids**

1400 COACH Women's Prairie Satchel

*This crossbody satchel is light khaki in color and a perfect accessory for every style! It has a top zip closure with interior and exterior zip pockets. Size 11in (H), x 9in (L) x 4in (W).*

Value: $ 180 Donor(s): Joanna Eberl '95

1401 Pelican Explore & Fit Cycle by Little Tikes

*Pedal to Adventure with the this little tikes Explore & Fit Cycle! Includes built in audio adventures, Bluetooth compatible and works with any "smart" device. For ages 3-7.*

Value: $ 150 Donor(s): Patricia Carr

1402 Buffalo Bills Bathrobe

*Lounge around in this luxurious terry robe while watching the Bills win! One size fits all; red robe with logo over left side of chest.*

Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Anne Wojick

1403 Tree Swing

*By Trekassy, let your little ones swing their day away on this sturdy and large spider tree swing which can accommodate 750 lbs and is 40 inches in width. All hardware included for installation. But you need the tree!* 

Value: $ 90 Donor(s): Jennifer Gress Carr '95 and Jim Carr

1404 "Highland Classic" MSM Black Watch Plaid Purse

*From Talbots, features the signature MSM black watch plaid, with blue leather accents, zip top, beige interior with multiple pockets including a zip pocket. Fabulous!* Value: $ 119 Donor(s): Maryellen and Dan Burger

1405 "Spartina" Great Lakes Tote

*Make a statement with this Spartina 449 tote! Textured coated vinyl Great Lakes pattern with faux leather accents. The perfect companion for a lunch date or a trip to the market. Roomy canvas interior with 3 slip pockets and 1 zip pocket. Value: $ 108* 

Donor(s): Phil Sullivan and Elizabeth Reiser

1406 Xander Scented Stuffed Bunny Baby Gift Set

*Pamper your little one with this plush bunny set which includes a lavender sachet, lavender/chamomile diaper cream, and a banana bib with teether.*

Value: $ 80 Donor(s): Lisa and Jamie Baco
1407 Navy Blue Coach Wristlet
Zippered top, embossed in gold, 4 x 6 inches in size
Value: $79 Donor(s): Jeffery and Jennifer DeRose

1408 North Face Knapsack
This full-sized backpack, in black, has numerous pockets of varying sizes with a firm but padded back to carry your necessities wherever you go!
Value: $100 Donor(s): Ann Luhr

1409 Sleepover at Grandma's
Sweet and trendy Unicorn zip top overnight bag. Contents include "Around the World in 80 Tales" story book, a "Sugar Plum" stuffed llama, and a super soft, reversible llama print blanket.
Value: $50 Donor(s): Joan and Daniel Blum

1410 Fredonia State Swag
Includes dark blue "Fredonia State" hoodie, size L and royal blue "Fredonia with crest", short sleeved t-shirt size XL. Show your Fredonia pride!
Value: $55 Donor(s): The State University of New York at Fredonia

1411 Portland Leather Goods Purse
Open top, hand made leather purse from Portland Leather Goods. Deep center pocket with shoulder straps, (2) interior and (1) exterior pocket.
Value: $120 Donor(s): Paul and Eve Wells

1412 Kate Spade Leather Purse
Made of soft, pebbled black leather; can be used as a handbag or over the shoulder. Bag has zip flap closure, interior zip pocket and interior slide pocket. Size 8.3 x 10.7 x 3.5 inches; handle drop 10.5 - 22 inches.
Value: $133 Donor(s): Jennifer Pitz-Jones '96 and Damian Jones DDS

1413 Two More Reasons To Love Summer
A pair of Lilly Pulitzer open toed espadrille wedge sandals, women's size 9M, in light metallic gold and a coordinating packable tote in their blue elephant print. Bring on summer!
Value: $272 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich

1414 What's your bag?
Functional and stylish, this complementary duo of brand-name bags will give your wardrobe (or travels) an instant life. Duffle from Spartina is a beautiful houndstooth pattern of teal and browns on a cream background with chocolate brown leather trim, handles and shoulder strap. Dooney & Bourke cross-body bag in a wine color with pebble-grain leather and luggage-brown adjustable shoulder strap. Comes with a dust bag.
Value: $333 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich
1415 **Fisher Price "Healthy Care" Deluxe Booster Seat**

*This seat grows with your little one...can be used with tray or at table. Straps easily and securely to most dining and kitchen chairs, dishwasher safe feeding tray, snap on lid keeps feeding tray clean, built in sippy cup holder, three height adjustments plus convenient carry strap. Up to 50 lbs.*

Value: $65 Donor(s): Mr. Zach Clark

1416 **Splash Away! 4 in 1 Sling and Seat Tub by Fisher Price**

*For newborn to toddler, safely and easily bathe your little one with this versatile tub. Includes soft mesh sling for newborns, "baby stopper" insert to prevent slipping and sliding as they grow, "sit me up support" and then converts to roomy toddler tub.*

Value: $40 Donor(s): Zach Clark

1417 **Bounce your little cares away! Deluxe "Owl Love You" Bouncer by Fisher Price**

*This amazingly snuggly and comfy bouncer is designed to provide soft body and head support (machine washable), removable mobile with soft owls, adjustable three point harness. Baby's motion makes seat gently bounce and owls to fly; also includes vibrations and soothing sounds and music. Can hold up to 20 lbs. A complete baby paradise!*  

Value: $60 Donor(s): Zach Clark

1418 **Walk, Bounce and Ride Pony by Fisher Price**

*Let your little cowfolk cruise around the ranch with this delightful little pony. Push, bounce or ride on it. Also teaches counting, the alphabet and includes over 50 sounds, tunes and phrases. For little riders aged 9 - 36 months*  

Value: $50 Donor(s): Zach Clark

1419 **Let's Go Buffalo! By Little People**

*What a fun set to have after our great Buffalo Bill's season! Collectible set of Fisher Price Little People includes "Wing Head", "#1 Fan", Coach Sean McDermott and QB Josh Allen. This definitely will make your little fan (or maybe not so little fan) want to SHOUT!*  

Value: $20 Donor(s): Zach Clark

1420 **Busy Kids!**

*Keep your kids busy with activity sets that are fun and educational. Contains construction set, Sesame Street coloring set, and bathtime robotics. For ages 3 and up!*  

Value: $40 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich

1421 **Blasland Kids Outdoor Golf Set**

*Turn your yard into a kids golf course! This set contains 1-ball-to-tee trainer, 15 golf balls, 1 club, 2 club heads, and a mini cup & flag.*  

Value: $40 Donor(s): Jacqueline Skelton
1422 Stylin' Sherpa & Bag

*Don this cozy black sherpa with hood by Nordic Beach and pair it with your swanky new neoprene greyson tote by Haute Shore.*

Value: $184 Donor(s): MSM Class of 2024

1423 Disney/Pixar's Toy Story 4 Friends!

*Bring home the adventures of Disney/Pixar's Toy Story 4 with the Billy Goat & Gruff Sound Effects Plush, and the Ducky & Bunny Talking Friendship Plush set. Hear phrases and sound effects from the movie. Batteries included.*

Value: $65 Donor(s): Anita and Roger Murphy

1424 Welcome Home, Little One!

*Chronicle the milestones of your new little one during their first year with this "Love you to the moon and back" themed plush baby milestone blanket and brown cuddly bear from Baby Gap. For boy or girl; made of 100% soft premium fleece polyester; 60 x 40 inches.*

Value: $51 Donor(s): Stephanie King, Nicole Mehlman-Davidow

1425 Baby Doll Play Set

*Includes 2 baby doll sets, complete with additional outfits and little teddy bear. Ready for a day of play!*

Value: $37 Donor(s): Stephanie King

1426 Material Girl

*Glam up and show up with this at-home gel nail polish kit, and one-step hairdryer & volumizer from Revlon. Nail kit includes UV light, 7 gel nail polishes, top base coat set, nail art decorations and manicure tools. Contents provide up to 10 salon nail gel manicures at home for up to two weeks of wear! This one-step hairdryer creates salon like blowouts in half the time, and results in 36% less breakage of hair. 3 heat settings with a cool option for flexibility. Now, off to take on the world! Value: $86*  

Donor(s): Melissa Hyla Wollschlager

1427 She Loves Pink!

*It's all about the pink accessories! This bundle includes a black and pink polka dot phone stand, pink plush large heart shaped pillow, and Poochie & Co. Kitty Pouch Plush, featuring a zip compartment for kitty treats, tutu for kitty (or scrunchy for her caretaker!), pleather strap to use as carry handle or converts to leash!*

Value: $36 Donor(s): Peg Simons, Donna Stranges

1428 "Silly Old Bear!"

*Take a trip to the Hundred Acre Wood with this Winnie the Pooh travel mug and $50 Disney Gift Card! "Oh bother"*

Value: $56 Donor(s): Alexis Arth, Friend of Chrysalis

1429 DIY Children's Toys

*Explore & learn with these interactive and DIY children's toys.  
Including a dinosaur building kit, complete with materials for three dinosaurs, an electric drill, and three screwdrivers to facilitate assembly. Also featuring the Flower*
Garden Building toy- introducing your little one to the joy of gardening and plant life. These toys ensure hours of fun and imaginative play. For ages 3+. Value: $ 58
Donor(s): Jill Gervase, Jacqueline Skelton

1430 Fisher Price Baby Fun
Spoil your favorite little one with these fun toys from Fisher Price! Bundle includes the Twinkle & Cuddle Cloud Soother- a crib attachment to help your baby fall asleep faster and stay asleep longer with a settle sleep playlist and 6 multicolored lights. The Eat Dessert First gift set - featuring a rattling donut toy and jingling macarons. And the Soothe And Go Succulent - plays soothing music and sounds. Attaches to the car seat, stroller, or by itself.
Value: $ 45 Donor(s): Zach Clark

1431 Brighten Up Spring Purse & Scarf
Get rid of your black and gray, and give your wardrobe an instant lift with a pink convertible handbag from J. Crew, and a handknit wool-blend cream scarf with genuine-fur pompons that snap on and off. Bag comes with 2 straps for different looks, dust bag, and certificate of authenticity.
Value: $ 150 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich

1432 Kate Spade Bag & Plaid Wrap
A staple in any wardrobe - this gorgeous Kate Spade crossbody bag in light brown matches anything! Pair it with this signature MSM black watch plaid wrap from J Crew for an amazing look!
Value: $ 358 Donor(s): Maryellen and Dan Burger

1433 Longchamp Mini Backpack
This nylon mini backpack is spacious to fit all your items, but lightweight for everyday use! In a deep purple/wine color.
Value: $ 140 Donor(s): Roslyn Romanowski

1434 Pendleton Wool Tote
Part of Pendleton's National Parks Collection - this wool bag features a warm-toned print with buffalo images.
Value: $ 200 Donor(s): Roslyn Romanowski

1435 Buffalo Bills Dooney & Bourke Tote Bag
Support your home team all year round with this stylish Buffalo Bills bag from Dooney & Bourke!
Value: $ 200 Donor(s): Roslyn Romanowski

1436 Post Shopping Coffee Break
Fit all your items in this stylish tote from Lily Pulitzer's line with Target! Then treat yourself to something tasty from Starbucks!
Value: $ 65 Donor(s): Catherine Luhr, Jeremy and Lori McPhail
1437 **Talbots 12 Days of Christmas Bracelet**

*Dress up for the season with this limited edition gold bracelet and 12 unique charms from Talbots.*

Value: $ 70 Donor(s): Catherine Luhr

1438 **Lululemon Leggings & J Crew Bag**

*You'll be comfy and stylish in these Lululemon Align High-Rise Crop leggings in burgundy. Size 6, length 23 inches. Pair them with this J Crew crossbody bag in luggage leather - comes with shoulder strap and leather crossbody strap. Matching flip-flops (size 9) with bead trim pulls your look together!*

Value: $ 220 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich

1439 **Little One On The Way!**

*Any parents-to-be would be thrilled to receive this diaper cake! Complete with a set of size 1 diapers, baby wipes, under the sea bath toys, baby lotion, and $10 Target gift card!*

Value: $ 25 Donor(s): Friends of Chrysalis

1440 **PJ's MSM Style with an Amazon Gift Card**

*Wear your MSM plaid day and night with this cozy Blackwatch plaid pajama set by Nautica, size large adult.*

*Perfect to wear while online shopping with this $25 Amazon Gift Card!*

Value: $ 60 Donor(s): Mr. & Mrs. Collins, Peg Simons

1441 **Mountie-In-Training!**

*For our little Future Mounties! This bundle includes cozy handmade quilt from the MSM Knitting Club, "Future Mountie" onesie in size 24 months, plush kitty and plush panda bear.*

*See you soon in the halls of MSM!*

Value: $ 35 Donor(s): MSM Knitting Club

1442 **Michael Kors Handbag**

*In vanilla, this bucket messenger bag with gold chain handles will perfectly accentuate any outfit!*

Value: $ 328 Donor(s): MSM Class 2023
Mount St. Mary Academy
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300 Flameless Candle Centerpiece
Dress up any table or mantle with this set of three elegant clear glass candle holders and set of three (3) real wax, flameless candle pillars. In 4", 5" & 6" heights, these pillars have realistic dancing flames which can be turned on remotely and set for a specified number of hours.
Value: $ 45 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Noelle M. St. Vil

301 Ground irrigation/garden sprinkler system
(Eden) Multi-adjustable, flex design, above ground irrigation garden sprinkler system, sprinkler & hose, DIY Plant watering Set
Value: $ 44 Donor(s): Mark and Eileen Klein

302 "Buffalo" shaped cutting board with oven mitts
Created by Shell Fab countertops and casework, accessorize your kitchen with this attractive white cutting board designed in the shape of a buffalo. Included are two potholders and an oven mitt with autumn design.
Value: $ 65 Donor(s): Nunzio and Karen Pelligra
303 Six piece, reversible Queen size comforter set
   True to MSM, in blue and white, this set includes a reversible queen comforter (floral & check designs), solid blue bedskirt, (2) standard shams and (2) accent pillows.
   Value: $ 200 Donor(s): Nancy Schimenti

304 Ultrasonic Humidifier
   By Everlasting Comfort. Whisper quiet, filterless, cool mist, soothes dry skin, includes essential oil tray.
   Value: $ 64 Donor(s): Mary Balkin

305 Portable Mini-Fridge
   This is a unique refrigerator which can be set to warm or cool products. 4 liter/6 can capacity; has both car and wall adapters; quiet operation. By Astro AI; color white
   Value: $ 44 Donor(s): Teresa and Tom Duffy

306 Dutch Oven
   Crockpot brand enameled cast iron dutch oven. Sapphire Blue in color, 7 quart in size. No kitchen is complete without it!
   Value: $ 78 Donor(s): Ashley and William Allen

307 Solar Lights
   Four gorgeous "dancing flame" solar lights to lighten your walkway! 43 inches high, LED with built-in rechargeable battery, weather resistant, easy installation. Value: $ 70 Donor(s): Colleen Allen and Matthew Nudell

308 Vermont Porch Rocker in white
   Crafted with genuine hardwood, covered with polyurethane paint for enhanced outdoor protection. Designed with ergonomic comfort and support. Can be used indoors or outdoors; quick and easy assembly.
   Value: $ 134 Donor(s): Rebecca and Andrew Attea

309 Striped Beach Chairs x 2
   These fully padded beach chairs with adjustable reclining backrest are ideal for lazing away on a sunny day while listening to the sounds of the shore. Made with light weight and durable frame, includes detachable shoulder strap, folds flat and has an easy-access, zippered storage pocket. Color: Blue, striped
   Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Anita and Roger Murphy

310 Tattered Tulip Gift Card & Dip Bowl Set
   Your favorite dip will go perfectly in this "skinny dip" bowl! Head to Tattered Tulip and shop for matching accessories!
   Value: $ 45 Donor(s): Gary and Michelle Dorobiala

311 Barefoot Dreams Blanket with Patchology moodmasks
   Cozy chic contrast tip blanket, perfect for snuggling up anywhere! 45 x 60 inches in size, in vintage rose & white. Face masks includes "the good fight", "just let it go" and "get dewy with it"
**312 Melamine Dinnerware Set**

*Vibrantly decorated melamine dishes, service for 4. Includes 4 dinner plates, 4 salad plates, and 4 bowls. Top rack dishwasher safe.*  
Value: $ 110 Donor(s): Sarah Dempsey

**313 Black and Decker cordless String Trimmer/edger and hard surface sweeper**  
*Make your yard maintenance easier with the battery powered product. Has a ten inch string, lightweight, automatic feed spool for trimmer, low noise.*
Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Alex and Robert Fussell

**314 Solo stove CAMPFIRE portable camp stove**

*The original ultralight solo stove with 360 degree airflow design yields a super efficient burn using sustainable fuel sources so you can have hot food in minutes, anywhere your adventures take you!*  
Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Mark and Kathy Gieco

**315 Unii-Art FLW Waterlilies tapestry throw**

*Channel your inner Frank Lloyd Wright with this beautiful blue water lilies inspired throw. 68 x 46 inches, cotton, machine washable.*
Value: $ 92 Donor(s):

**316 Lazy Susan Marble Charcuterie Board with 4 Piece Cheese Knife Set**

*Perfect for your home entertaining needs, this beautiful (and heavy) white marble Lazy Susan is accompanied by a four piece cheese knife set which includes flat, semi hard and parmesan cheese knives plus a cheese fork.*
Value: $ 40 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis

**317 Relax and "Unwine"**

*"Unwine" with this five-wick candle by Anthropology in Leather & Leaves, and a bottle of Relax Riesling white wine.*
Value: $ 50 Donor(s): Lauren Alaimo

**318 Frying Pan Set**

*Upgrade your kitchen ware with this set of 2 non-stick, All-Clad frying pans 8 & 10 inches in size.*
Value: $ 80 Donor(s): Roslyn Romanowski

**319 Rachel Ray Cucina Non-Stick Bakeware Set**

*Bake, bake, bake with this complete set of bakeware! Color Latte Brown with Cranberry Red Grips. Includes (2) 10 x 15 inch cookie pans, (2) 9 inch round cake pans, (2) loaf pans, (9 x 13 inch rectangular cake pan with lid, 12 cup muffin/cupcake pan.*
Value: $ 100 Donor(s): Kathleen DiVita Barnes and David Barnes

**320 Alpha Camp Love Seat folding chair**

*Cozy up around the fire with this heavy duty folding chair/loveseat. Seats two. In*
shades of blue. Oversized steel frame, supports 450 lbs. Integrated cup holders.
Value: $ 80 Donor(s): Ashley Allen

321 Kitchen Island Cart in white
By Yaheetech, this convenient kitchen organizer gives you the extra elbow room needed in the kitchen.
40 x 20 countertop solid wood top natural finish, two shelves, one wide drawer and a towel bar on the side. On wheels for versatile mobility.
Value: $ 126 Donor(s): Anne Wojick

322 Mud Pie Brownie Baker Set
Serve up scrumptious delights with this deep dish, ceramic brownie pan. White with scalloped edges, reads "Life is what you bake it". Includes sliver plate serving utensil. Oven safe up to 350 degrees, and dishwasher safe.
Value: $ 38 Donor(s): Joan McDonough

323 MacKenzie-Childs Parchment Check Enamel Teapot
Brew your favorite hot beverage with the always charming MacKenzie-Childs teapot. Neutral color compliments any kitchen!
Value: $ 135 Donor(s): Margrit Mary DiCamillo and Jeff Voelkl

324 Pyrex "Special Edition" Mickey Mouse bowls
Let Mickey join you for a meal with these these Disney themed glass bowls in 2, 4, & 7 cup sizes with covers. Freezer, oven and microwave safe.
Value: $ 30 Donor(s): Peg Simons

325 Here's To Us!
By Wellness, this set of insulated wine flutes holds 12 ounces; in marble (gray/white) and white in color with lids. Keeps your drinks cold for hours! Enjoy with a bottle of Mumm Napa sparkling wine, and riesling from Chateau Ste Michelle.
Value: $ 35 Donor(s): Peg Simons

326 Blackstone "Adventure Ready" 17" Tabletop Griddle Combo This giddle combo with side burners stovetop and fryer is ready to take on your wildest cooking dreams. Two independent burners make frying and griddling at the same time a cinch. Easy assembly and portability will have you taking this griddle everywhere you go! A must have for your outdoor cookout hero!
Value: $ 175 Donor(s): Friends of Pampered Chef

327 Patio Umbrella in green, blue & white stripe
Nine foot outdoor aluminum pation umbrella with push button tilt and crank. Crafted with 100% polyester fabric, waterproof and UV resistant. Has light yet sturdy aluminum pole and crank mechanism for easy and quick use.
Value: $ 49 Donor(s): Elizabeth (Betsy) Brady

328 Fullstar All-in-1 Vegetable Chopper
5-interchangeable blades means this kitchen gadget meets all of your slicing, grating, and chopping needs! Choose the perfect thickness of your sliced vegetables with the easy-to-use adjuster dial, and select the idea size by simply changing the inserts
329 Vera Bradley Blanket
Cozy up with this classic Vera Bradley plush blanket in their black/paisley print!
Value: $ 59 Donor(s): Alexis Arth

330 DIGITNOW Vinyl Record Player With Bluetooth
Play your favorite vinyl records on this belt drive turntable - with Bluetooth compatibility to connect to your speakers!
Value: $ 130 Donor(s): Douglas and Amy Hickox

331 Java on the run!
Make a cup of coffee anytime with this convenient Keurig single cup coffee maker. Color red. Perfect for office, boat or home.
Value: $ 81 Donor(s): Kenneth and Susan Kirby

332 Sweet Dreams
Drift off to sleep under the stars in your own bedroom with the Sky Lite LED Laser Star Projector from BlissLights, and gold print frame with words from Van Gogh; "For my part I know nothing with any certainty, but the sight of the stars makes me dream"
Value: $ 60 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Mr. & Mrs. Fick

333 Dress Up The Kitchen!
Calm - grateful - joy - love - happy - peace! These inspirational words are sure to bring a gentle vibe to your table with this functional white bowl set. Add a pattern to your kitchen with these anti-fatigue kitchen mats. Waterproof and non-slip, they are constructed of heavy duty ergonomic foam. Red and white pattered.
Value: $ 56 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Jacki Schear

334 Go-To Cooking Essentials
Enjoy the classic colors and style of Fiesta dinnerware with these vibrant mixing bowls! Bowls are stainless steel in red, tangerine, lime and aqua. Sizes 0.75, 1.5, 3 & 5 quart. TopTier Ceramic Baking Dish Set with easy grip handles in red. Large 14.5 x 8.5; medium 12 x 7.3; small 10.25 x 6; 2 - 2.5 inches high. Safe for preheated oven, microwave, freezer and top rack of dishwasher.
Value: $ 96 Donor(s): Rebecca Allen Bronson '95 and Chuck Bronson, Courtney and Anthony Tasner

335 Buffalo Bills Grilling Set
Get the half-time feast ready using your new Buffalo Bills BBQ grill set and reusable grilling pouches! Includes stainless steel "sportula" embossed with the Bills logo, fork and tongs, the latter two with bottle openers.
Value: $ 70 Donor(s): Jennifer and Scott Johnson, The Martones
336 Plan your Next Picnic Adventure!
By Scuddles, this 60 x 79 inch picnic/outdoor blanket folds up into its own carrying tote. Blue, white and brown striped, it is great for the beach or grass. Water proof and sand proof. Collapsible, insulated picnic basket in gray. Waterproof, with aluminum frame, reinforced zipper, outside pocket. By Allcamp Outdoor gear. Value: $56 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Friend of Chrysalis

337 Chop It, Stir It, Mix It Up!
Preparing dinner is a breeze with these gadgets! One touch pulse food chopper with easy-to-clean touchpad; removable parts are dishwasher safe; stainless steel blade; 3 cup capacity, and 4 piece utensil set includes skimmer, slotted turner, solid spoon and ladle. Black & stainless steel with green accent color. Dishwasher safe. From Eco One. Value: $50 Donor(s): Anita and Roger Murphy

338 Create Your Own Cookie Cutouts!
Wooden rolling pin with deep engraved embossing to create old world style cookies. Made of durable, moisture resistant hardwood; easy grip handles and bearing enabled smooth rolling. Can also be used with pasta, fondant, and more! Crate delicious layered cakes using these (2) non-stick coated cake pans, and get all your supplies with $25 to Wegman’s! Value: $54 Donor(s): Joan McDonough, Mr. & Mrs. Hickox

339 The Perfect Cup of Coffee
Chirinos Coffee, hand picked, whole bean, slow roasted, full bodied. 12 oz. Pour into two coffee mugs by Disney, feature that kindest of souls, Winnie the Pooh and his friend Piglet. Ceramic, white with yellow interior Value: $24 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Donna Stranges

340 Cuddle Up with a Blanket and Popcorn
You’ll have 12 cups of popcorn in two minutes with this hot air popcorn popper. Includes measuring cup which doubles as a melting tray. Color: Red So cozy! This throw will definitely keep the winter chill far, far away! From Eddie Bauer Home. Value: $51 Donor(s): Teresa and Tom Duffy, Douglas and Amy Hickox

341 Kitchen Accessories
These fun décor pieces are perfect for that cook in your life! Towel is white with black lettering; "I'd like to think that heaven is just a really big kitchen" with decorative wood sign and charcuterie board. Value: $33 Donor(s): Peg Simons

342 Create Your Own Mini Donuts
Make cute, tasty mini donuts at home in no time! Get all your supplies with $25 to
Wegman's!
Value: $50 Donor(s): Dan and Cathy Arth, Patricia and Brian Ruh

343 Outside Décor
Charming set of tubular Wind Chimes, with "Catcher" engraved with a "Tree of Life" etching, symbolizing hope, peace and eternity. Brighten any garden with this (4) pack of solar Sunflower lights. LED lighting; each sunflower works individually with integrated solar panel.
Value: $81 Donor(s): Christine Rausch

344 Wood Farmhouse Pillar Candle Holders
This set of 3 candle holders make for a cozy atmosphere in any home! Contains removable spikes for flameless LED candles, or normal wax pillar candles
Value: $48 Donor(s): Michelle and Bob Grabowski

345 Garden Kneeler and Seat With Tool Pouch
By Dekool - this garden kneeler is a must need for everyone who loves spending time in their garden! Complete with side tool pouch and soft EVA foam for kneeling or sitting while planting
Value: $47 Donor(s): Katrina and Joe LaBuda

346 The Ultimate Mixology Kit
Time to explore and experiment with the, well, ultimate bar book! Contains over 1,000 cocktail recipes plus so much more!
Test your newly learned skills with this 4 piece Afina stemless martini glass set and complete bartending kit!
Value: $70 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Friends of Chrysalis

347 Magic Bullet Blender
Start your day with a delicious smoothie made at home with this Magic Bullet blender & to-go cup!
Make smoothies, desserts, protein shakes, dips, and more!
Value: $40 Donor(s): Peg Simons

348 "Rules To Live By" Sign
Includes sayings such as "Inspire others, say please and thank you, be kind, and do your best"
Value: $45 Donor(s): Roslyn Romanowski

349 Farberware Nonstick Bakeware Set
Bake anything with this complete non-stick bakeware set from Farberware.
Including: 10x15 & 11x17 inch cookie pans, two 8 inch round cake pans, two 8 inch square cake pans, a 9x5 inch loaf pan, a 9x13 inch cake pan, a 12 cup muffin pan, and grid cooling rack
Value: $70 Donor(s): Molly Brinkworth

350 Ready, Set, Pour!
Three tier kitchen/bar cart! Rustic, industrial design with black metal frame and rustic oak wood grain surface. Top tier has rails to prevent spills as you serve your guests their drink of choice. Four rolling casters, two of which lock. Easy assembly. Value: $ 110 Donor(s): Patricia Marmion Beecher

351 It's Cake-Pop Time!
Treat your family and friends to delicious and fun cake pops made by you with this complete cake-pop kit. Includes silicon cake-pop baking mold, 12 lollipop sticks, candy & chocolate melting pot, and more. All you need to provide is the cake mix! Value: $ 40 Donor(s): Molly Brinkworth

352 Clear Bubble Umbrella With Polka Dots
Make rainy days brighter with this clear bubble umbrella by Totes. Patterend with colored polka dots.
Value: $ 28 Donor(s): Lauren McDaniel

353 Bamboo Bathrub Tray
This bathtub caddy is adjustable to fit all bathtubs, and contains space for everything you need to relax!
Value: $ 40 Donor(s): Richards

354 Warm & Cozy
Crocheted with love, this large handmade afghan is sure to keep you warm through the cold of a Buffalo winter! In white, green and purple. Pair it with Lamoreaux Landing Riesling and Yankee Candle in Luscious Plum
Value: $ 40 Donor(s): friend of chrysalis

355 Clothes Steamer and Laundry Basket
Never have a wrinkle again! This hand-held steamer works great on clothes, window curtains and furniture fabrics. Includes dry/burst steam functions, adjustable temperature settings, non-stick ironing soleplate. Size large - use for laundy or storage
Value: $ 57 Donor(s): Laura Brick '11, Anita and Roger Murphy

356 Crack Open A Cold One
This two pack tumbler set is the perfect accompaniment for any day of travel or leisure. Has multifunctional lid, built in bottle opener, soft traction pad on bottom, and straw. Keeps your cold items cold for 15 hours. Set of two, one each of black and red. Including 4 wooden coasters featuring the jersey numbers of some Buffalo Bills greats. Plus - each coaster has a built in bottle opener!
Value: $ 43 Donor(s): Friends of Chrysalis, Catherine Suchan, Elizabeth Suchan-Reitz and Andrew Reitz

357 Lily Pulitzer Goes To College
Dress up any dorm room with fun items from Lily Pulitzer! Including: patterned bulletin board, phone wallet, notebook, and protective gator facemask. Value: $136 Donor(s): Catherine Luhr

358 A Day At The Beach
Your essentials for sun bathing the day away! Lily Pulitzer folding beach chair and beach tote - sand and waterproof!
Value: $279 Donor(s): Catherine Luhr

359 Breakfast Is Served!
"As seen on TV Perfect Egg Maker"! Includes 2 egg trays, see through lid with steam vents, poaching tray, omelette tray and measuring cup. Then, grow your own vegetables with the Funky Veg Kit - Plant Theatre! Includes 5 extraordinary vegetables to grow - purple carrots, golden zucchini, rubine Brussels sprouts, tigerella tomatoes, and rainbow chard.
Value: $40 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Anita and Roger Murphy

360 Tonight's Forecast - 99% Chance of Wine
It's a wine night! Small tin & wood decor piece, perfect for your favorite wine lover, paired with an attractive countertop wine rack - comprised of wood & black steel, has capacity for 6 standard sized bottles of wine and 2 wine glasses. Start off with a bottle of Rosa Obscura Red Blend & Black Willow Winery Trilogy Red Value: $78 Donor(s): friend of chrysalis, Peg Simons

361 Sing your heart out!
Liven up any party with this Karaoke machine for adults and kids. Bluetooth technology, plug in and wireless microphones, charging cord, shoulder strap and performers manual (just in case you need ideas)
Value: $60 Donor(s): Mike and Kristy Hammond

362 Take The Music Outdoors!
Flame atmosphere wireless speaker works with iPhone or Android. Integrated LED flame. Waterproof (not immersible), dust-proof, shock resistant. Compatible for outdoor use.
Pair it with something fun from Amazon with a $25 gift card
Value: $65 Donor(s): Peg Simons, Alan and Kelly Whalen

363 Chophouse at Home
+ Ultimate Grilling Spice Set includes 20 spices to flavor all sorts of dishes as you grill this summer. Bon appetit!
Value: $65 Donor(s): Jennifer and Scott Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Bertini

364 Floral Accents Gift Certificate
Brighten your day or that of a friend with a beautiful fresh flower arrangement from Floral Accents, one of North Tonawanda's finest!
365 Coletti Bozeman Camping Pot
Perk that perfect cup of coffee anywhere with this nine cup percolator coffee pot. Use with campfire or stove top. Stainless steel, hardwood handle, tempered glass and medical grade filters.
Value: $ 40 Donor(s): Timothy and Patricia O'Shei

Mount St. Mary Academy
Chrysalis 2022 "Together Again...Red Carpet Style!" - 3/12/2022

Live Auction
01 Play Ball!
You and 11 friends (12 total) can enjoy a Bisons game from some of the best seats in
the house! On Tuesday, May 3, 2022, you and your guests will enjoy hot dogs, pretzels, dip and pop in suite #27. Get ready to "play ball" with the first pitch at 6:05pm. Show off your team spirit with a grey Bisons baseball cap, a blue men’s large Bison’s tee-shirt, and two Buffalo Bisons zebra print koozies.

Value: $ 375 Donor(s): Phil Sullivan & Liz Reiser and a Friend of Chrysalis

02 Lips and Lines

Enhance your natural beauty by bidding on a syringe of lip filler and 50 units of botox. Certificate can be redeemed at any location for Monroe MedSpa. Plus, a certificate for a Diamond Glow facial to deeply cleanse and rejuvenate the skin. Get ready to glow!

Value: $ 1,475 Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Monroe MedSpa

03 Be The Next Top Chef!

This is what culinary dreams are made of!

Attend a class for you and seven guests to learn cooking techniques to create delicious dishes with assistance from SUNY Erie Community College’s Culinary Arts Department Chair: Chefs Mark Wright and Rob Lukasik! Then, go head to head with your party in a friendly cooking competition judged by your instructors! Do you think you have what it takes?

Beer, wine, and all food and cooking supplies included

Value: $ 800 Donor(s): Rob Lukasik, Mark Wright

04 Ultimate Mountie Survival Kit (1)

Give your daughter everything she needs for a successful 2022-2023 school year at the Mount, and a peaceful year for Mom and Dad! One lucky Mountie will receive: 10 dress down passes*, two tickets to each of our special annual MSM events (Winter semi-formal, Father/Daughter event & Mother/Daughter Celebration). Plus a pair of tickets to the 2023 Prom. This package includes even more: 10 tickets for the Chrysalis grand raffle ($100 fundraising fee will be waived) and a 2022-2023 yearbook. Also included is a bag of MSM spirit wear so you are prepared for every game and spirit wear day! Spirit wear swag includes XLarge white MSM crewneck sweatshirt; small "Mountie Mom" blue hoodie; large MSM blue polo shirt; small MSM grey sherpa; large MSM pj pants in blue; MSM car magnet; MSM blue water bottle; MSM umbrella
**04A Ultimate Mountie Survival Kit (2)**

*Give your daughter everything she needs for a successful 2022-2023 school year at the Mount, and a peaceful year for Mom and Dad! One lucky Mountie will receive: 10 dress down passes*, two tickets to each of our special annual MSM events (Winter semi-formal, Father/ Daughter event & Mother/ Daughter Celebration). Plus a pair of tickets to the 2023 Prom. This package includes even more: 10 tickets for the Chrysalis grand raffle ($100 fundraising fee will be waived) and a 2022-2023 yearbook. Also included is a bag of MSM spirit wear so you are prepared for every game and spirit wear day! Spirit wear swag includes X-Large white MSM crewneck sweatshirt; small "Mountie Mom" blue hoodie; large MSM blue polo shirt; small MSM grey sherpa; large MSM pj pants in blue; MSM car magnet; MSM blue water bottle; MSM umbrella*

*MSM dress down rules apply

Value: $ 600
Donor(s): Mount St Mary Academy, MSM Parents Association, MSM Student Council

**05 Navy vs. Notre Dame Football Experience**

*Spend your weekend in the middle of the action at the Navy vs. Notre Dame football game! Enjoy a pair of tickets to the game on Saturday, November 12, 2022 at the M&T Stadium (home of the NFL Baltimore Ravens) in Baltimore, MD! Book your stay with $400 from Hotel.com, and $50 from Uber to get you around the city! While visiting, make sure to stop by the US Naval Academy in Annapolis, MD for a self-guided tour of campus (payment not included) and shop for game gear with $100 to the USNA gift shop! Proudly cheer on the Navy with a tote bag full of USNA merchandise. Go Navy!*

Value: $ 748
Donor(s): Friend of Chrysalis, Phil Sullivan and Elizabeth Reiser, US Naval Academy

**06 Plan Your Fun Family Adventure!**

*An active family is just what this package calls for! Build memories this summer with memberships to some of the most fun places in town! Including: A year-long family membership to the Buffalo Niagara YMCA (for two adults residing in the same household and all unmarried dependent children through the age of 26. This membership includes access to all six YMCA Buffalo Niagara membership facilities (Delaware Family YMCA, Independent Health Family YMCA, Ken-Ton Family YMCA, Lockport Family YMCA, Southtowns Family YMCA, and the William-Emslie Family YMCA).*
A year-long family plus membership to The Buffalo Zoo.
(Pass covers two adults and their children (up to 21 years of age) in the same household. Allows you one free guest each visit and includes ten ride tickets (train or carousel).
$100 gift certificate to the Grand Island Fun Center
(Good towards laser tag, go-karts, mini golf, batting cages, or the arcade.)
$100 gift certificate to Anderson’s Frozen Custard
Give your kids or grandchildren a summer they’ll never forget!
Value: $ 1,278 Donor(s): MSM Class of 2002, MSM Class of 2022

07 Shop 'Til you Drop!
An experience every material girl dreams of - shopping, dining, and being styled in luxury!
Enjoy the best goods and services from right here in WNY with a $500 gift card to Shop716-good at over 800 local merchants!
Treat yourself at the end of the day to delicious drinks and dishes at Siena Restaurant on Main Street in Snyder with a $500 gift certificate
A gorgeous and fashionable handbag from high end designer Jimmy Choo!
And a $50 Starbucks gift card to pick up a treat while out and about!
Treat yourself - you deserve it
Value: $ 1,050 Donor(s): Jimmy Choo, MSM Alumnae Board, MSM Sports Boosters

08 Autographed #17 QB Josh Allen Buffalo Bills Full Size Helmet
Celebrate the outstanding '21-'22 Buffalo Bills season as they repeated as AFC East Champions under the leadership of franchise QB Josh Allen! This auction item is one of a kind and in demand! Let's start raising our paddles and bids as good as Josh throws the football and makes the plays!
Value: $ 1,500 Donor(s): Buffalo Bills

09 American Eagle Fireplace & Playsets Voucher
Upgrade your home with this $3,000 voucher towards the purchase of any gas fireplace, insert, stove, or outdoor cedar vinyl playset from American Eagle Fireplace & Playsets in Williamsville!
Value: $ 3,000 Donor(s): Tom and Mary Rosenecker (American Eagle Fireplace and Playsets)

10 The You & Me Escape; Your Getaway - Not Far Away
Escape to the Finger Lakes! Take a trip to New York State’s very own little paradise along the Finger Lakes with this getaway package - not far from home!

Including
-$1,000 towards a 48-hour escape to The Lake House nestled at the base of Canandaigua Lake. A beautiful lakeside hotel with scenic views and cozy accommodations for a relaxing stay.
-$100 to The Lake House’s delicious on-site restaurant Rose Tavern, and their hotel
bars - including an amazing dockside bar: the Sand Bar, Library Bar, and Pool Bar
-Treat yourself with $400 to The Lake House's luxurious Willowbrook Spa -Explore beautiful Canandaigua Lake and head to dinner with $150 to Nolan's Steakhouse
-Taste the local craft beer with $50 to Twisted Rail Brewing and $50 to Star Cider
-Enjoy traveling through the many wineries on the Canandaigua Wine Trail with a $100 Visa gift card, including Heron Hill Winery, Hazlitt’s Red Cat Cellars, Arbor Hill Grapery, Casa Larga Vineyards & Winery, Inspire Moore, and Hollerhorn Distilling.
-A $150 gas card to Speedway to use on the trip

Your getaway - not far away awaits!
Value: $2,000 Donor(s): MSM 2021-2022 Board of Trustees

11 MSM Student Parking Spot
Set your daughter up with her very own reserved parking space in the MSM student lot! She won't have too far to walk in the snow or rain nor will she have to fight for a spot to fit her vehicle into with this VIP spot for the whole 2022-2023 school year!
Value: $500 Donor(s): Mount Saint Mary Academy

11A MSM Student Parking Spot (2)
Set your daughter up with her very own reserved parking space in the MSM student lot! She won't have too far to walk in the snow or rain nor will she have to fight for a spot to fit her vehicle into with this VIP spot for the whole 2022-2023 school year!
Value: $500 Donor(s):

12 “Night On The Town” with Zoladz Limousine
Party like a star with Zoladz Limousine! Plan your night out in WNY with a 4-hour limo bus tour for 18-20 people! Plan a wine tour, toast to a special occasion, enjoy your own bar crawl, arrive at an event in style, and more!
Included is a $200 Visa Gift Card for your first round of drinks and appetizers at your place of choice! Cheers to you - the party planner!
*Gratuity not included
*Limousine booking based on availability
Value: $1,200 Donor(s): Zoladz Limousine and Friend of Chrysalis

13 Experience Buffalo via Buffalo Pedal Tours & Hofbrauhaus Buffalo! Revel in a private tour as you and your family or friends pedal along the streets of Buffalo, or on the surrounding waterways with select experiences from Buffalo Pedal Tours! Afterwards, keep the party going at Buffalo’s very own Hofbrauhaus located on Scott Street! This fun package includes a $415 gift card to Buffalo Pedal Tours, $500 gift card to Hofbrauhaus Buffalo, and $100 Visa gift card - the first rounds on us!
PROST!
Value: $1,115 Donor(s): Amy Brown Braun ’79, Jillian Brown ’09, Mary Beth Brown ’77, Linda Brown ’78, Friends of Chrysalis
14 Giancarlo's Fine Dining Experience

Be wined and dined like a true celebrity! Experience the ultimate, elegant and festive dining with your party of eight (8) as you feast upon a lavish 5 course dinner, each course thoughtfully paired with the perfect wine...only at Giancarlo’s Sicilian Steakhouse.

Value: $ 1,000 Donor(s): Joseph and Cynthia Kreuz

15 The Ultimate Golf Experience

Get your foursome together and head to Tees and Taps in Orchard Park for a simulator round at Pebble Beach or any of the 25+ courses available on two golf simulators. Tees and Taps features a lounge atmosphere where you and your friends can relax, practice your game, enjoy a tapas-style menu, and pop a few 19th hole beverages.

The Ultimate Golf Simulator Experience:
- 4 hours of simulator time for 1-4 people ($250 credit)
- $100 for food / drink tab
- Cobra stand bag, navy blue
- A long sleeve sky blue MSM golf team shirt, size XL
- A pair of men’s or women’s PUMA Spikeless golf shoes ordered in your size (will receive after the event).

Includes T Squared Richardson Mesh Hats (2); T Squared Headcover (2); T Squared Waffle Microfiber Golf Towels

Value: $ 750 Donor(s): Martha Johnson ’14, Catherine Johnson ’19, Molly Johnson ’21, Ann Luhr ’80, Mary Beth Luhr Johnson ’78, T Squared Putters

16 MSM Front Row Seats at Baccalaureate Mass and Presentation of Diplomas (May 21nd) and VIP parking!

Enjoy your daughter's big day without worrying about where to park or sit. This package offers you the best seats in the house for our special celebration for the Class of 2022! The highest bidder will receive the front center row of the MSM auditorium for both the graduate and her four guests + two extra tickets. And there’s no need to worry about parking because you’ll have two reserved VIP parking spaces for the event.

Value: $ 500 Donor(s):

17 MSM Class of 2022 Party Package!

After four years of hard work, you and your daughter deserve a celebration! The second center section row of the MSM Auditorium will be reserved just for you! Providing you with a great view of that special moment when your daughter gets to walk across the stage. The graduate will be joined by her four guests. For your graduation party, you’ll receive a drop-off buffet for 30 from Banchetti by Rizzo’s, dessert or cake from Sweet Beginnings (a certificate value of $125), and a $50 gift card to Premier Wine, Liquor & Spirits. Let’s celebrate!
Value: $500 Donor(s): Banchetti by Rizzo's, Premier Wine & Spirits, Jamie and Darren Wells
**Miscellaneous & Art**

500 Americana Floral Print

*Stupell Industries Americana Floral Bouquets Rustic Flowers/ Country Pride Canvas Wall Art. 30 inches by 40 inches.*

Value: $70 Donor(s): Phil Sullivan and Elizabeth Reiser

501 68 Niagara Square

*12 x 16 inch framed print of Buffalo City Hall and McKinley Monument. Package also includes The Buffalo Architectural Watercolors book and Buffalo Memories Volume 3 book.*

Value: $120 Donor(s): Friends of Chrysalis

502 From the Vineyard - the Diane Sypniewski Collection

*These vineyard theme gifts items from local artist Diane Sypniewski include a hand painted stemmed wineglass, two coasters and a 4.5 x 6.5 inch matted print "Niagara Vineyards".*

Value: $60 Donor(s): Anita and Roger Murphy

503 Metal Wine Bottle Holder

*A reclining metal man, single wine bottle holder - includes a Loganberry Rosebud wine from the Niagara Wine Trail.*

Value: $45 Donor(s): Anita and Roger Murphy

504 Belle Maison Farmhouse Collection Tin Sign and Kohl's Gift Card

*"Fresh Flower Market", open daily*

Value: $75 Donor(s): Susan Grimm, Mr. & Mrs. Terhune

505 Petco Gift Card

Value: $50 Donor(s): Mary Anne Clayback

506 "In this house...we do family"

*Rustic wood framed wall decor, perfect for any home, expressing the love of and for family. 11x16 inches.*

Value: $20 Donor(s): Mariann (Mae) Augello

507 "HARMONY" Painting by Demaree Doyle Poole '69

*"HARMONY" represents what the artist was attempting to achieve in her life given the personal challenges the COVID-19 pandemic brought her way. She hopes the owner of this piece will see in it some things that resonate with their own challenges, and the quest for harmony we all have.*
15 x 30 inches in size. Painted by Demaree Doyle Poole - MSM Class of 1969
Value: $275 Donor(s): Demaree Poole

508 European Wax Center Gift Certificate plus mini body polish trio
Value: $65 Donor(s): Jessica Curry

Mount St. Mary Academy
Super Silent

2000 Fitbit Versa 3
Have your office assistant, coach, music, phone and GPS in ready reach at all times with this Fitbit Versa 3 smartwatch.
Value: $230 Donor(s): Tim and Michele Wells

2001 Gift Certificate to Shea's Buffalo Theater
Pick your play with this $250.00 gift certificate to Shea's Buffalo!
Value: $250 Donor(s): Mr. & Mrs. Panepinto

2002 Spode 12 piece dinnerware set
Bask in the timeless elegance of this blue and white dinnerware collection from the renowned manufacturer Spode. Featuring the classic Blue Italian pattern based on themes of ancient Italian architecture and country scenery. Your table has never looked this good! Includes 4 dinner plates, 4 salad plates and 4 mugs.
Value: $332 Donor(s): Anne Meegan, Mary Reiser Fiorella

2003 Come Fly With Me!
Cash in your $100 Southwest Airlines gift card, pack-up your new deluxe suitcase set and get ready to fly! These champagne colored suitcases are lightweight and measure 20", 24" & 28" upright. Can be stored within each other. Wheels are multidirectional, 360 degrees. Telescoping handles. 2 year warranty. Bon voyage mon ami!
Value: $290 Donor(s): Maryellen and Dan Burger, Jeri Wright, PC

2004 Kohler Awning Gift Certificate
Gift Certificate good on purchase of fabric awning(s) with a value over $1500.00. Must be installed in WNY. Expires 3/23
Value: $750 Donor(s): Kohler Awning, Inc.

2005 Tantalo Fine Portraits Gift Certificate
Capture this time in the life of you and your loved ones with this exclusive "in studio session" and an 11x14 art canvas portrait artistry. Tantalo: Regarded as WNY’s finest!
Value: $1,300 Donor(s): Tantalo Fine Portraits

2006 Niagara University Tuition Voucher
Value: $1,500 Donor(s): Niagara University

2007 How Does Your Garden Grow?
You'll find so many uses for this portable wagon (that folds and unfolds in a second!), but we thought it would be fun to transform it into a gardener's dream come true. Inside you'll find garden tools, gloves, a power timer (with two baldes), gazing ball, three planters, kneeling pad, Vera Bradley floral tote and more. While you're waiting for your masterpiece to bloom enjoy the $50 gift certificate to Floral Accents. Value: $202 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich

**2008 Cricut Maker & Supplies**

If you love to design, craft or save money by fashioning your own mugs, T-shirts, greeting cards and more, look no further! This Cricut bundle is for you. Comes with the powerful and versatile Cricut Maker, $250 worth of supplies and a tote for your machine. Get in on one of the hottest DIYer trends out there!

Value: $500 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich

**2009 Roberto Coin 18K Rose Gold Necklace**

Treat yourself to a timeless, wear-anywhere jewelry piece from famed designer Robert Coin. This 18k rose gold pendant, made from his signature high-end Italian gold, carries the stamp of authenticity. Have the pendant engraved with an initial or special date, or enjoy as is.

Value: $1,250 Donor(s): Mary and Keith Burich

**2010 Exclusive Discount On An MSM Class Ring**

$200 off an order of an MSM junior Class Ring

Value: $200 Donor(s): Jostens

**2011 Huntington Learning Center Evaluation 1**

Good for one academic evaluation at the Huntington Learning Center at their Williamsville or Orchard Park locations

Value: $195 Donor(s): Huntington Learning Center

**2012 Huntington Learning Center Evaluation 2**

Good for one academic evaluation at the Huntington Learning Center at their Williamsville or Orchard Park locations

Value: $195 Donor(s): Huntington Learning Center

**2013 Huntington Learning Center Evaluation 3**

Good for one academic evaluation at the Huntington Learning Center at their Williamsville or Orchard Park locations

Value: $195 Donor(s): Huntington Learning Center

**2014 Explore WNY from the Waterways!**

Lifetime lotus "sit-on-top" kayak with paddle. Hard shell, single paddler in blue. Has adjustable quick release seat, multiple foot rest positions and center carrying handle for easy transport. 92 inches in length.

Value: $289 Donor(s): Marcia Gruber-Page '71 and Salvatore Page
2015 Solid Pennsylvania White Ash Tea Table

Fashioned in the Queen Anne style, this versatile table will serve as the perfect accent in nearly any room of your home. Tucked underneath are two leaves which extend from either side to increase the surface area. Crafted of solid Pensylvania Ash with superb workmanship and excellent finish by Leister's in Hanover, PA.
Value: $ 450 Donor(s): Scherer & Sons, Inc -Fine Furniture

2016 Epsom PictureMate Wireless Photo Printer

Create beautiful borderless photos from your smartphone or tablet with this Epsom PictureMate Wireless Photo Printer. Lightweight and portable, prints in two sizes (4x6, 5x7). Included is a standard print cartridge and ultra glossy photo paper.
Value: $ 284 Donor(s): Phillip Culliton and Marge Culliton '69

2017 In Home Wine Tasting

Wine Aficionado Chuck Cook will provide the spirits for a delightful gathering of up to twelve (12) people in your own home for a sampling of a delectable variety of wines that are sure to please a host of palettes! The wine tasting can be a stand alone event, or can be made part of a cocktail or dinner party.
Value: $ 300 Donor(s): Charles and Roseann Cook, MSM Parents Association

2018 Buffalo Bills Wood Tournament Cornhole Set

Go Bills! This official licensed Buffalo Bills cornhole bean bag toss game contains two portable boards with your team’s name printed in digital high-quality directly onto the playing surface. Eight premium cloth 16 oz. 6” x 6” bean bags in solid colors celebrate your football team.
Value: $ 249 Donor(s): Mount St Mary Academy

2019 Powerbeats Pro Wireless Earphones

Features the Apple H1 Headphone Chip and Class 1 Bluetooth for extended range and fewer dropouts; Compatible with iOS and Android; With fast Fuel, a 5-minute charge gives 1.5 hours of playback when battery is low; Color: Navy
Value: $ 250 Donor(s): Mount St Mary Academy

2020 Oculus - Quest 2 Advanced All-In-One Virtual Reality Headseat (128 GB)

Make every move count with a blazing-fast processor and our highest-resolution display. All-In-One Gaming - With backward compatibility, you can explore new titles and old favorites in the expansive Quest content library. Get the best seat in the house to live concerts, groundbreaking films, exclusive events and more Easy Setup - Just open the box, set up with the smartphone app and jump into VR. No PC or console needed. Requires wireless internet access and the Oculus app (free download) to setup device. Catch every detail with a stunning display that features 50% more pixels than the original Quest. Redesigned Oculus Touch controllers transport your movements directly into VR with intuitive controls. Step into incredible Oculus Rift titles by connecting an Oculus Link cable to a compatible gaming PC. Oculus Link Cable sold separately. Hear in all directions with built-in speakers that deliver cinematic 3D positional audio
Value: $ 299 Donor(s): MSM Class of 2025
2021 Sunflowers ala MSM '75

Once again we are delighted to bring you a spectacular piece of stained glass lovingly crafted by MSM '75 under the skillful guidance of classmate Suzanne Harrower Todaro of Gleam & Glimmer Stained Glass Studio. Bright sunflowers in a sea of blue will glitter beautifully in your garden or home. Sense a bit of familiarity? This piece is crafted utilizing one of the few remaining original MSM windows! Measures 20 inches wide by 40 inches in height. Hardware in place for hanging. Value: $ 300 Donor(s): MSM Class of 1975